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ABSTRACT The increasing demand for highly realistic and immersive visual experiences has led to the
emergence of richer 3D visual representation models such as light fields, point clouds and meshes. Light
fields may be modelled as a 2D array of 2D views, corresponding to a large amount of data, which demands
for highly efficient coding solutions. Although static light fields are inherently 4D structures, the coding
solutions in the literature mostly employ traditional 2D coding tools associated with techniques such as
depth-based image rendering to generate a residual, again to be coded using available 2D coding tools. To
address the market needs, JPEG has launched the so-called JPEG Pleno standard, which Part 2 is dedicated
to light field coding. The JPEG Pleno Light Field Coding standard includes two coding modes, one based
on the 4D-DCT, so-called 4D-Transform mode, and another based on depth-based synthesis, so-called 4D-
Prediction. The 4D-Transform coding mode standardizes for the first time a 4D-native light field coding
solution where the full light field redundancy across the four dimensions is comprehensively exploited,
somehow extending to 4D the 2D coding framework adopted decades ago by the popular JPEG Baseline
standard. In this context, this paper describes and analyzes in detail the conceptual and algorithmic design
process which has led to the creation of the JPEG Pleno Light Field Coding standard 4D-Transform coding
mode. This has happened through a sequence of steps involving technical innovation design and integration
where increasingly sophisticated coding tools have been combined and improved to maximize the final rate
distortion (RD) performance.

INDEX TERMS JPEG Pleno standard, light field coding, 4D-transform mode, 4D-DCT.

I. INTRODUCTION
The recent developments in visual representation technology
and applications have shown that users increasingly ask for
highly immersive and realistic 3D experiences, which require
new acquisition devices, representation models and coding
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solutions. Moreover, a posteriori functionalities such as refo-
cusing, relighting, and perspective changes are demanded,
again highlighting how critical is to adopt more power-
ful and richer visual representation models. In fact, stereo
and multi-view systems fail to produce sufficiently accu-
rate, immersive and realistic user experiences, mainly due
to their limited degrees of freedom, low number of views,
large camera baselines and the inherent difficulties in the
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disparity estimation and synthesis processes. One way to
mitigate these weaknesses is by acquiring richer light infor-
mation from the visual scene, targeting to offer the users
the well-known 6-DoF (Degrees of Freedom), where they
may exercise displacements in the three rotational and three
translational dimensions, thus enjoying visual experiences
better matching what would happen in the real world.

A very powerful way to model the light information in
the real world is through the so-called plenoptic function,
which measures the intensity of light at any 3D viewpoint
(x,y,z), coming from any angular direction (θ, φ), over time
(t), and for each wavelength (λ) [1], [2]. If the 7-dimensional
plenoptic function information could be effectively captured
and replicated, it would be possible to offer the user very
immersive and realistic experiences. The recent emergence
of more powerful sensors and systems for light information
acquisition has singled out as most relevant three key repre-
sentation models for the plenoptic function visual informa-
tion, notably light fields, point clouds and meshes. The light
field (LF) representation model is based on an ideally large
number of 2D scene perspectives with 2D parallax, allowing
the light intensity from a single position in the 3D space to
be acquired from multiple angular directions/perspectives.
On the contrary, the point cloud (PC) and mesh represen-
tation models target to directly represent the geometry of
the visual objects/scene in the 3D world and are known as
geometry-based representation models in opposition to the
image-based representation models associated to the LFs.
Since these representation models target to achieve high
realism and immersion, they have as common feature the
large amount of raw data associated, thus critically asking
for very efficient coding solutions in order to make affordable
transmission and storage enabled applications.

Because still based on the notion of pixel, and not of
voxel as point clouds, the LF model tends to look more
familiar and thus got much attention in recent years, notably
towards the development of efficient coding solutions. In the
context of the LF representation approach, it is common to
distinguish two scenarios, intimately related to the acquisition
process of the 2D views array, notably related to the angular
sampling density: the so-called lenslet cameras and the 2D
arrays of cameras, disposed or not along a regular planar
grid [3]; these approaches are relatively equivalent in practice,
with the so-called camera or perspective baseline being the
critical difference. The lenslet cameras include an array of
micro-lenses between the main lens and the image sensor,
which is able to capture the light rays associated to multiple
angles [4]. In a lenslet or LF camera, a micro-lens array,
consisting on a set of micro-lenses, is placed at the focal plane
of the main lens, this means at a given distance from the photo
sensor. Each micro-lens can be understood as a small camera,
thus capturing light rays from a specific point in the scene,
acquiring a so-called Micro-Image (MI) [4]; the MI model
represents the LF as a large 2D matrix of MIs and only refers
to lenslet camera acquisition. However, the MI model data
may be rendered into a 2D array of so-called Sub-Aperture

(SA) images, each corresponding to a different viewpoint into
the visual scene. At this stage, the 2D array of lenslet rendered
perspectives becomes equivalent to an acquired 2D array of
perspectives captured using regular cameras, notably allow-
ing the usage of the same coding solutions. Naturally, from
the acquired perspectives, other (virtual) perspectives into the
3D world may be rendered and some a posteriori processing
functionalities may be provided. This is possible because a
richer representation of the visual scene is available.

The emergence and appeal of LF acquisition and pro-
cessing technologies, and the potential for more powerful
user experiences, has led the Joint Photographic Experts
Group (JPEG) committee to launch in February 2015 [5] a
new project, called JPEG Pleno. It targets the efficient rep-
resentation of plenoptic imaging, notably LFs, point clouds
and holographic data, fulfilling a previously identified set of
requirements [6]. Within JPEG Pleno, the LF coding part
has been the one with the fastest development, with a Call for
Proposals in January 2017 [7], while the point cloud coding
activity has launched a Call for Evidence in July 2020 [8]
and the holographic data coding activity will launch a Call
for Proposals in October 2020 [9]. The request for standard
LF coding solutions comes from a wide range of application
domains, notably virtual and augmented reality, cultural her-
itage, sports broadcasting, personal communications, visual
surveillance, medical, etc. In this context, JPEG Pleno Part 2
(which Final Draft International Standard (FDIS) has been
concluded in April 2020 [10]) standardizes LF coding tech-
nologies, considering the LF modelled as a 2D array of 2D
views, independently of the acquisition process, and thus of
views density and baseline.

Following a three-year development process, the JPEG
Pleno Light Field Coding standard includes two LF coding
modes, one based on the 4D-DCT, so-called 4D-Transform
mode, and another based on depth-based synthesis, so-called
4D-Prediction mode. While the two JPEG Pleno coding
modes may code any LFs represented as a 2D array of 2D
views, the former performs better for more densely angu-
lar sampled LFs, such as lenslet LFs, while the latter per-
forms better for more sparsely angular sampled LFs; this
performance difference was the key motivation for including
both coding modes in the JPEG Pleno Light Field Coding
standard. The 4D-Transform coding mode standardizes a
4D-native LF coding solution where the full LF redundancy,
across the four LF dimensions, i.e. across and within views,
is comprehensively exploited. This coding mode somehow
extends to 4D the 2D coding framework that has been adopted
decades ago for the very popular JPEG Baseline standard.
The 4D-Prediction mode relies on depth maps for the warp-
ing process, thus showing an RD performance that is very
sensitive to the quality of the depth maps. On the other
hand, the 4D-Transform mode does not explicitly rely on
any geometric data, which may not be available or may be
complex/expensive to obtain. The 4D-Transform mode LF
codec, which is rather innovative considering the previous
literature, is the target of this paper.
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In this context, this paper offers a detailed description
and analysis of the design process of the JPEG Pleno Light
Field Coding standard 4D-Transform coding mode, notably
in terms of concepts and algorithms. This paper will guide
the reader along the steps performed in terms of technical
innovation design and integration, where successively more
sophisticated coding tools have been developed and com-
bined to maximize the final RD performance. This process
has brought a rather simple 4D extension of the JPEG Base-
line standard to a state-of-the-art LF codec, with top perfor-
mance for densely angular sampled LFs, while avoiding any
dependence on depth maps, which availability and quality
are always critical. This in-depth presentation of the original
work that has culminated in the JPEG Pleno Light Field
Coding standard 4D-Transform coding mode is presented
here by the expert team who designed, implemented and
tested this codec, with material that has never been published
before. In summary, the value of this paper is a deep motiva-
tion, description, analysis and assessment of the JPEG Pleno
Light Field Coding standard 4D-Transform coding mode by
those who shaped it to become the first 4D-native LF coding
standard.

To achieve its objectives, this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews the literature on static LF coding, with a
special attention to the JPEG Pleno Light Field Coding stan-
dard. Then Section III introduces the general 4D LF coding
framework, which has been initially adopted and driven the
improvement of the successive LF coding solutions. These
successively more sophisticated LF coding solutions are pre-
sented in Sections IV, V and VI while Section VII offers
a comparative RD performance study regarding relevant
LF coding benchmarks under the appropriate JPEG Pleno
Common Test Conditions (CTC) [11]. Finally, Section VIII
reviews the main conclusions and offers directions for future
work.

II. RELATED WORK
LF coding has been extensively researched in the last few
years. A wide range of LF coding solutions have been
proposed, from well-know, off-the-shelf standard codecs,
to those specially designed for LF data. Two surveys on LF
field coding are available in [12], [13], which analyze and
discuss not only the LF coding solutions themselves but also
their associated RD performance. An important aspect to be
kept in mind, not directly related to the used technology, but
paramount from a market point of view, are the LF codec
licensing conditions. This aspect may be so relevant, notably
for JPEG standards, that some efficient technologies may be
excluded from a LF coding solution as it happened for HEVC
in the JPEG Pleno Light Field Coding standard 4D-Prediction
mode [10] to adopt instead JPEG 2000, which is less efficient
but effectively royalty free.

In [12], a LF coding classification taxonomy is pro-
posed, which is very helpful to organize a review of the
relevant literature. Staying in the realm of lossy coding,
the first important distinction is between micro-image (MI)

and perspective-image (PI) based coding, where MI cod-
ing specifically refers to lenslet camera created LF con-
tent. The next important distinction regards the type of data
involved and differentiates texture-only based LF coding
from texture+geometry-based, e.g. depth maps, LF coding;
in the latter case, some geometry information has to be specif-
ically acquired or extracted from the texture with the help of
some acquisition parameters, the most common being depth
and disparity maps; since geometry information may not be
always available or available with the required quality, these
solutions may not be usable at all or be very sensitive to the
depth accuracy in terms of compression performance. Finally,
the third key distinction regards the data structure used for
the LF coding process, notably: i) Single 2D Image, where
the LF is arranged into a single 2D image; ii) Layered Sets
of Images, where the LF is arranged in two or more layered
sets of images (corresponding to PIs or MIs); iii) Pseudo
Video, where the LF is arranged as a ‘temporal’ sequence
of images (corresponding to PIs or MIs) following a specific
scanning order; iv) Pseudo Multi-View Video, where the LF
is arranged as multiple ‘temporal’ sequences of images (typi-
cally corresponding to PIs); and v)Multi-Dimensional Array
of Images, where the LF is arranged as an N-dimensional
array of images.

A. MOST RELEVANT LIGHT FIELD CODING SOLUTIONS
In the following, the most recent and representative static
LF coding solutions will be reviewed guided by the tax-
onomy mentioned above [12]. Starting by the texture-only
LF codecs, the simplest type of LF coding solutions is very
likely the one based on standard image codecs, which are
directly applied to the raw LF data arranged as a (large)
single image, either MI- or PI-based. Such image composi-
tions present spatial correlation that may be exploited using
suitable well-known intra coding tools; while the redundancy
inside the MIs or PIs is naturally exploited by the image
codec, the use of appropriate intra prediction tools may also
allow exploiting, although not completely, some of the redun-
dancy across MIs or PIs. The LF coding solution in [14]
uses the High Efficiency Video Coding standard - Screen
Content Coding (HEVC-SCC) extension [15]–[17] to code
the LF data organized as a single, large 2D matrix. The
Intra Block Copy mode, used in the screen content coding
pipeline, proved to be useful for LF coding as, e.g. the MIs,
tend to present repetitive patterns. The solution in [18] intro-
duces novel intra coding tools into HEVC, notably involving
self-similarity concepts, to further exploit the redundancy
across MIs; such coding solutions are more often used for
densely angular sampled LFs such as lenslet LFs.

Unlike the above solutions, the pseudo-video coding
approach uses standard video codecs to exploit both the spa-
tial redundancy, withinMIs or PIs, and the redundancy across
them. In this case, prior to coding, the LF data is rearranged
as a video sequence using formats able to enhance the cor-
relation among the ‘video frames’, either PIs or MIs; three
video coding standards have been used in [19] to code LF
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data in a pseudo-video approach, notably H.264/AVC [20],
HEVC [21] and Versatile Video Coding (VVC) [22]. To max-
imize the RD performance by better exploiting the redun-
dancy between MIs or PIs, multiple video coding prediction
structures and scanning patterns have been proposed in the
literature for rearranging the LF data into a pseudo-video.
More recently, a HEVC-based LF codec, labelled HEVC-HR,
has been proposed which mixes hybrid prediction structures
for MIs or PIs, depending on which is more efficient for
different parts of the LF [23].

Because LF data corresponds to multiple views, it is not
surprising that also multi-view coding solutions and stan-
dards have been used to code LFs. Such LF coding solutions
pre-arrange the views into several pseudo-video sequences
to apply a multi-view video codec, notably a standard one
like the Multi-View Video Coding (MVC) or MV-HEVC
standards. In [24], densely angular sampled LFs are coded by
employing a technique proposed in [25], which reduces the
redundancy among the PIs by simplifying their SA projec-
tion. The exploitation of the spatial and temporal correlations
in the pseudo-videos (produced by proper PIs arrangement)
is made through MV-HEVC, the HEVC multi-view exten-
sion [21]. The coding solution proposed in [26] encodes
non-densely angular sampled LFs by partitioning the LF data
into key views and the so-called decimated views. While the
key views are coded using MV-HEVC, the decimated views
are predicted using a shearlet transform-based extrapolation,
and the generated residual also coded with MV-HEVC. The
work in [27] treats the LF as a multi-view sequence coded
with MV-HEVC. Virtual reference frames predicted from
reconstructed neighbouring frames, using a deep neural net-
work, are used as additional reference frames in a modified
MV-HEVC hierarchical coding structure. In [28], MV-HEVC
is modified by introducing a hierarchical organization of the
input LF views, where each frame is located to a specific level
based on its location in the 2D view (PI) matrix.

More recently, there have been successful attempts to
design LF coding solutions not based on standard 2D image
or video codecs but instead on the full and direct exploitation
of the full 4D redundancy present in a LF as a whole. In [29],
the authors employ compressive sensing and convolutional
neural networks to code a LF as a 4D tensor. Studies on the
sparsity of the 4D-DCT coefficients associated to a LF [30],
[31] led to the development of a simple LF codec based on
the separable 4D-DCT [32], referred to as MuLE (Multidi-
mensional Light Field Encoder); this codec shows good RD
performance when there is large inter-view redundancy as for
lenslet LFs and it is an early version of the LF codec taken
as the main focus of this paper, the JPEG Pleno Light Field
Coding 4D-Transform mode.

Differently from all LF codecs above, another class of
LF coding solutions are those relying on the availability of
some geometry information, notably depth or disparity maps,
to perform some kind of prediction using view synthesis;
the associated residue is typically coded with an available
standard 2D codec. In general, this type of coding solutions

heavily depend on the accuracy of the auxiliary information,
notably depth maps. In [33], a depth-adaptive convolutional
neural network is integrated into the HEVC reference soft-
ware [21], combining the 35 HEVC intra prediction modes
with two newly proposed intra prediction modes. For each
HEVC’s Coding Unit block size, the two new intra prediction
modes select different reference blocks according to the depth
of the current block. In [34], a novel coding solution based on
Fourier Disparity Layer representation is introduced, where
the LF is partitioned into subsets of views (PIs). While the
first subset is coded as a video sequence using HEVC [21],
the remaining subsets are iteratively estimated using Fourier
Disparity Layer representation and the prediction residual
coded with HEVC; in this solution, both depth map esti-
mation and view synthesis techniques play important roles.
In [35], a depth-based LF codec named Warping and Sparse
Prediction (WaSP) is proposed; an improved version of this
codec has become the 4D-Prediction mode of the JPEG Pleno
Light Field Coding standard [10], [36], [37]. TheWaSP codec
is based on depth-based warping and warped reference views
merging, which build the main prediction stage. Selected
views (PIs) of the LF are labelled as reference views, while
the remaining views are labelled as intermediate views. The
WaSP codec works in a hierarchical order by partitioning the
views into disjoint sets with the initial set of reference views
corresponding to the lowest hierarchical level. The predicted
views for a given hierarchical level are synthesized from
the views of the lower hierarchical levels. The texture infor-
mation and associated depth information for the reference
views are encoded using off-the-shelf codecs such as JPEG
2000 [10], [36], [37] or HEVC [38]. AWaSP codec variation,
dubbedWarping and Sparse Prediction on Regions (WaSPR),
which performs residual coding using HEVC instead of JPEG
2000, together with an improved pre-processing stage, yields
significantly better RD performance [38]. As common for
other depth-based LF codecs, WaSP and WaSPR offer an RD
performance that is quite sensitive to the accuracy of the depth
estimation and view synthesis processes. The solution in [39]
uses depth-assisted view estimation to recover the entire LF
from a small subset of previously coded views; the initially
selected reference views are coded with HEVC [21]. The
remaining views are predicted using a linear combination of
the decoded reference views and the residuals encoded using
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), targeting to improve
the RD performance; this codec is known as LF Translational
Codec (LFTC).

B. JPEG PLENO LIGHT FIELD CODING STANDARD
As mentioned before, Part 2 of the JPEG Pleno standard is
dedicated to Light Field Coding and has reached the Final
Draft International Standard (FDIS) phase in 2020 [10].
To efficiently address the coding of LFs with different charac-
teristics, notably sampling density, the JPEG committee has
decided to standardize two totally independent codingmodes,
the 4D-Prediction and 4D-Transform coding modes [10],
[36], [37], see Fig. 1; both these codingmodes are PI-based as
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FIGURE 1. Generic JPEG Pleno LF decoder architecture, highlighting the
4D-Transform and 4D-Prediction coding modes, which correspond to two
different profiles (adapted from [10]).

this brings more flexibility since also MI-based LFs are com-
monly consumed as a set of PIs. The motivation to include
the two coding modes was related to their respective better
performance for sparsely and densely angular sampled LFs.

The 4D-Prediction coding mode performs depth-based
rendering for some LF views and is based on theWaSP coding
solution detailed in [10], [36], [37] and briefly described
in Subsection II-A. This coding mode selects some views,
PIs, as reference views, which texture and depth are coded
using the (royalty free) JPEG 2000 standard; while more
efficient coding solutions could be selected, e.g. HEVC Intra
or VVC Intra, JPEG decided for JPEG 2000 due to its
strong goal to offer royalty free coding standards, what does
not commonly happen for MPEG standards. The remaining
views, called intermediate views, are coded by exploiting
the sample correspondences between them and the reference
views, which are obtained from the necessary depth maps
and camera parameters. At this stage, the reference view
samples are warped into the intermediate view positions, fol-
lowed by a prediction phase where the multiple warped views
are merged into a full intermediate view using least-squares
sense optimal predictors over a set of occlusion-based
regions [10], [36], [37].

The 4D-Transform coding mode is based on 4D
block-based coding of the 4D LF data [37], does not rely
on any depth information, and is an evolution on the MuLE
coding solution [32]. This is the LF codec which design
progress will be deeply motivated, described, analyzed and
assessed in this paper. References [37], [40] and Section VII
of this paper compare the RD performance of these two
standard LF codecs for densely angular sampled LFs since
this is the target LF content for the 4D-Transform coding
mode, which is the subject of this paper.

JPEG Pleno Part 1 [41], named Framework, defines a
very flexible file format, named JPL (Jpeg PLeno), which
specifies the signalling syntax for detailed information and
contextualization of the streams associated to the plenoptic
imaging content streams encapsulated in the file. This file
acts like an ‘umbrella’ as it may contain either different
representations of the same content, e.g. LF, point cloud,

holograms, to be used at different positions of the application
pipeline, and/or different parts of a single plenoptic scene,
which are independently coded and recomposed at rendering
time. Part 1 [41] provides the ‘glue’ between the three JPEG
Pleno data types as allowing them to ‘peacefully’ coexist
in the same scene; this offers the possibility to adaptively
represent complex visual scenes where different parts adopt
different data types, e.g. a LF for the background and point
clouds for the foreground objects, thus easing interaction.

As shown in Fig. 1, the JPEG Pleno Light Field Coding
standard defines two profiles, so-called Baseline block-based
and Baseline view-based, corresponding to the two standard-
ized coding modes. In this context, a LF decoding device
may be compliant to any of the two profiles or to the two
profiles simultaneously, depending on the type of LF content
it is expected to decode. Naturally, nothing prevents coding
densely angular sampled LF data with the 4D-Prediction
mode and vice-versa, only the RD performance may not
be the best. For each profile, four levels have been defined
depending on the Maximum number of samples and Maxi-
mum block dimension for the Baseline block-based profile
and only on theMaximum number of samples for the Baseline
view-based profile; here a sample corresponds to a single
component value per channel, texture or depth.

III. A 4D-NATIVE STATIC LIGHT FIELD CODING
FRAMEWORK
To achieve the key objective of this paper, which is to offer the
reader a detailed motivation, description, analysis and assess-
ment of the successive design and integration steps that led to
the JPEG Pleno Light Field Coding standard 4D-Transform
coding mode, this section presents the 4D-native static LF
coding framework. This basic framework has been adopted
along the design and integration processes of increasingly
sophisticated coding tools, targeting to maximize the final
RD performance. This LF coding framework is inspired by
the very popular and largely deployed JPEG Baseline image
coding standard [42]–[44], which encoder architecture is
composed by five main modules, notably block partitioning,
a transform, a quantizer, a symbol generator and an entropy
encoder. Following the same design philosophy as for the
JPEG Baseline standard, the proposed 4D-native static LF
coding framework includes the following key modules, see
Fig. 2:

• 4D Block Partitioning – Since the selected transform is a
block-based one, such as the DCT in the JPEG Baseline
standard, the LF has to be first partitioned into 4D
blocks prior to the transform; in this case, the 4D blocks
are hyperparallelepipeds (higher-dimensionality paral-
lelepipeds), with specific selected fixed or maximum
dimensions, which will be ultimately further partitioned
in a dynamic way, depending on the specific LF content.

• 4D-DCT – Extending the JPEG Baseline standard into
the 4D world, the selected transform is naturally the 4D-
DCT, which is applied to all 4D blocks.
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FIGURE 2. 4D-native static LF coding framework.

• Quantization – The quantization of the 4D-DCT coef-
ficients is critical to control the target quality and rate;
naturally, if appropriate selection criteria are available,
different quantization steps may be applied to different
4D blocks and different 4D-DCT coefficients, notably
if knowledge is available on their specific subjective
quality impact.

• Coefficients Clustering-based Symbol Generation – The
quantized 4D-DCT coefficients in the 4D hyperpar-
allelepipeds have to be represented as a sequence of
symbols for posterior entropy coding. A common solu-
tion is to generate coefficients clustering-based symbols,
notably to efficiently represent the large groups of coef-
ficients quantized to zero.

• Entropy Coding - Finally, some sort of entropy coding
is carried out to convert the previously created symbols
into a bitstream with as few bits as possible.

It is important to point out that using such a framework,
each 4D block is encoded independently of the others, thus
generating a bitstream which enables random access to indi-
vidual 4D blocks at the decoder side.

In the next sections, this simple LF coding framework will
guide the LF codec design and integration processes and
be filled with successively more sophisticated coding tools,
starting from a rather straightforward 4D extension of the
JPEG Baseline standard and ending with a novel 4D-DCT
based LF codec that is thoroughly 4D-native and has been
adopted in the JPEG Pleno Light Field Coding standard as
the 4D-Transform mode [10].

IV. MuLE-TSR: STARTING WITH A 4D EXTENSION
OF THE JPEG BASELINE CODEC
The JPEG Baseline codec [42] is widely regarded as the most
successful image coding standard specified so far; although
it has been around for almost 30 years, it is still extremely
popular and its usage is still growing. Despite being outper-
formed by its successors in terms of RD performance, this
JPEG codec is still the most used image coding technology
and continues to meet the user needs [44] while offering
a huge image ecosystem. Therefore, a natural first step in
the development of a 4D-native LF codec is to extend the
JPEG Baseline image codec [42]–[44] to 4D. Referring to the
framework in Fig. 2, a straightforward way to accomplish this
is by:

1. Partitioning the LF into non-overlapping 4D blocks of
equal dimensions.

2. Computing the separable 4D-DCT of each block instead
of the 2D-DCT as in JPEG Baseline. To reduce the
4D-DCT dynamic range requirements, a level-shift oper-
ation is performed prior to 4D-DCT computation by
subtracting half the dynamic range from all the samples
in the 4D block.

3. Performing linear quantization of the 4D-DCT coeffi-
cients with the quantization matrix replaced by plain
scalar quantization with the same step size for all
4D-DCT coefficients. This simple solution derives from
the fact that the visual sensitivity to the 4D-DCT basis
functions in LFs is not yet known.

4. Clustering the coefficients using appropriate coefficient
scanning followed by run-length encoding (RLE) to gen-
erate the symbols to be entropy coded. While RLE can
be implemented along the same principles as in JPEG
Baseline (see Subsection IV-B), the 2D zig-zag scanning
from JPEG Baseline [42] should be replaced by appro-
priate 4D coefficient scanning (see Subsection IV-A2).

5. Performing entropy coding of the generated RLE sym-
bols.

This proposed 4D extension of the JPEG Baseline codec
is referred to asMultidimensional Light field Encoder using
4D Transform, coefficient Scanning and Run-length coding
(MuLE-TSR). From themodules in Fig. 2, those correspond-
ing to Coefficients Clustering-based Symbol Generation and
Entropy Coding will be detailed in Subsections IV-A, IV-
B and IV-C as defining this MuLE-TSR codec. Those corre-
sponding to the Partitioning, 4D-DCT and Quantization use
quite straightforward solutions, and thus will not be further
detailed here.

A. 4D-DCT COEFFICIENTS SCANNING
To design efficient 4D scanning patterns, it is appropriate
to first analyze the LF energy distribution over the 4D-DCT
coefficients; this will be performed for dense angular sam-
pling LFs, such as the lenslet LFs to be used for the assess-
ment of the proposed LF codecs, see Section VII. After this
analysis presented in Subsection IV-A1, the design of the
4D scanning patterns will be detailed in Subsections IV-A2.a
and IV-A2.b; finally, the proposed 4D scanning patterns are
assessed in IV-A2.c in the context of the MuLE-TSR LF
codec using the test conditions on Subsection VII-A.

1) 4D-DCT COEFFICIENTS ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FOR
DENSELY ANGULAR SAMPLED LFs
Densely angular sampled LFs tend to show a large amount of
spatio-angular redundancy [31]. When applying the 4D-DCT
to a 4D block, it is expected that most of the data block
energy is concentrated in the lower frequency transform
coefficients. The key objective of the coefficients scanning
process is to generate an ordered list of coefficients such that
those with higher energy are scanned before those with lower
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energy as this helps improving the final RD performance.
To make a proper design of the 4D scanning patterns for LF
4D-DCT coefficients, it is important to first understand the
nature of the LF data to be 4D-DCT coded. For this purpose,
the energy distribution of the 4D-DCT coefficients is assessed
to obtain unique information about the LFs. The computation
of the 4D-DCT coefficients energy distribution is carried out
through the following steps:

1) 4D block partitioning: The input LF is partitioned into
4D blocks of dimensions 8 × 8×8 × 8 (while these
block dimensions have been chosen because its DCT can
be efficiently computed, the specific block dimensions
should not affect the overall conclusions);

2) 4D-DCT transform: A separable 4D-DCT [45] is applied
to each 4D block of luminance samples as this is the
component with larger weight on the RD performance;

3) 4D-DCT coefficient energy estimation: The energy of
each 4D-DCT coefficient is estimated as the variance
computed over all 4D blocks in a LF for each specific
4D-DCT coefficient position [46].

Fig. 3 shows the luminance 4D-DCT coefficients energy
distribution for selected LFs from the JPEG Pleno CTC doc-
ument [11]. While the lenslet LFs, Bikes and Fountain, are
presented in Subsection VII-A, and are part of the set of
lenslet LFs used along the rest of the paper for performance
assessment, the Greek and Set2 2K sub LFs are not lenslet
LFs. The Set2 2K sub LF corresponds to a 33 × 11 array of
1920×1080 resolution views and shows a table withmultiple,
fine detail objects of different sizes, placed at different depths,
thus presenting medium to high disparity values. The Greek
synthetic LF corresponds to a 9 × 9 array of 512 × 512
resolution views and shows two head statues located far-
ther and closer to the (virtual) camera grid, over a table,
and against a slightly textured background, thus presenting
medium to large disparities; although the texture is apparently
smooth, it is rather noisy. The coordinates (s, t) correspond,
respectively, to the horizontal and vertical coordinates of a
view in the 2D view array and (u, v), respectively, to the
horizontal and vertical coordinates of a sample within a 2D
view [2]. In Figs. 3a, 3c, 3e and 3g, the 4D structure is
represented as an u×v 2D array where each element is an s×t
2D array, while in Figs. 3b, 3d, 3f and 3h it is represented as
an s×t 2D array where each element is an u×v 2D array. The
analysis of Fig. 3 leads to the conclusion that for the lenslet
LFs Bikes and Fountain, the energy decay is much slower
along the (u, v) coordinates than along the (s, t) coordinates.
Since the faster the 4D-DCT coefficients energy decay along
a direction, the larger the redundancy along this direction,
these results are coherent with the findings in [31], which
state that for lenslet LFs the inter-view redundancy tends to
be larger than the intra-view redundancy. On the other hand,
for the more sparsely angular sampled LFs Greek and Set2
2K sub, the energy decay along the (s, t) coordinates tends
to be much slower than for the lenslet LFs. For these LFs,
the energy of the high frequency 4D-DCT coefficients is still

FIGURE 3. Luminance 4D-DCT coefficients log energy distribution for
selected LFs from the JPEG Pleno CTC document [11] depicted as: (a), (c),
(e) and (g), an u×v 2D array where each element is an s×t 2D array; (b),
(d), (f) and (h), an s×t 2D array where each element is an u×v 2D array.

quite large. This is equivalent to saying that the 4D-DCT
energy compaction properties are poorer for such LFs, which
is mainly due to the larger baseline. These results are again
coherent with the findings in [31]. Such poor energy com-
paction property of the 4D-DCT for the LFs which angular
sampling is more sparse (non-lenslet) is the main reason why
the JPEG Pleno 4D-Transform coding mode [37] performs
better for lenslet LFs. Since its performance for this type of
LFs was the motivation for its inclusion in the JPEG Pleno
standard, the remainder of this paper only considers lenslet
LFs for assessment purposes.

Thus, for lenslet LFs, it is possible to conclude from
Figs. 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d, that a way to boost the probability of
having the larger energy 4D-DCT coefficients scanned before
the lower energy ones is to have the coefficients (u, v) within
each view scanned in an inner loop, while the views (s, t) are
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scanned in an outer loop. Although the simple visual inspec-
tion already provides a good indication of which may be
efficient scanning patterns, it is important to be able to more
objectively select the efficient scanning patterns for encoding
the LF 4D-DCT coefficients, e.g. using RLE. In the sequel,
several 4D-DCT scanning patterns are proposed for selection
depending on their impact on the final RD performance.

2) 4D-DCT SCANNING PATTERNS
To design efficient 4D scanning patterns, a good start is
to analyze how the 3D diagonal scanning pattern proposed
in [47] is derived from the 2D diagonal and zig-zag patterns
used in JPEG Baseline [42], H.264/AVC [20], HEVC [21]
and VVC [22]. In both the diagonal and zig-zag scanning pat-
terns employed for the 2D-DCT, the coefficients are scanned
along a direction perpendicular to the main diagonal of the
coefficients’ matrix, that is, the direction along which the
sum of the coordinates of each coefficient is equal to a
constant c. The 3D diagonal scanning pattern for a paral-
lelepiped of coefficients is an extension of the 2D diagonal
scanning pattern to 3D where the coefficients are scanned
along planes perpendicular to the main diagonal of the 3D
parallelepiped [47]. Such planes are characterized by the con-
straint x + y+ z = c on the coefficients coordinates (x, y, z).
Fig. 4 depicts a section of the 3D diagonal scanning pattern
for a 5 × 5×5 block of coefficients, where the highlighted
blocks are constrained by x + y+ z = 4.

FIGURE 4. 3D diagonal scanning pattern for a 5× 5× 5 block, depicting
the diagonal plane for x + y + z = 4 and corresponding scanning order.

a: 4D DIAGONAL SCANNING PATTERN
As above, the 4D diagonal scanning pattern may be derived
from its 3D counterpart by scanning the coefficients along
hyperplanes orthogonal to the main diagonal of the 4D hyper-
parallepiped. These hyperplanes are characterized by the fol-
lowing constraint on the coefficients coordinates: (u, v, s, t):
u + v + s + t = c. In addition, it is necessary to guar-
antee that the coefficients on the hyperplane are scanned
from the low to the high frequencies, always starting with
the DC coefficient. Therefore, an ordered list of the 4D-
DCT coefficients corresponding to the 4D diagonal scanning
pattern should be generated. This is done by scanning each
coordinate independently (in the order u, v, s, t) from the
lower to the higher frequencies, while adding to the list only
the coordinates satisfying the restriction of belonging to the
hyperplane characterized by u+v+s+ t = sum (in Step 44vi
of Proc 1) as detailed below.

Proc. 1: 4D diagonal scanning pattern order generation

1. Inputs:

• 4D Block dimensionsM , N , K and L (u, v, s and t).

2. Outputs:

• scanningOrder: The ordered list of coordinates con-
taining the scanning order.

3. Initialization:
i Variable maxSum set to M + N + K + L.
ii String scanningOrder initialized as empty.
iii Variables u, v, s and t set to −1.
iv Auxiliary variable sum set to −1.

4. Scanning ordering generation:
i. sum = sum+ 1.
ii. t = t + 1.
iii. s = s+ 1.
iv. v = v+ 1.
v. u = u+ 1.
vi. If (t+s+v+u) = sum, append coordinates

(t, s, v, u) to the string scanningOrder.
vii. If u < M , go to Step 44v
viii. If v < N , go to Step 44iv
ix. If s < K , go to Step 44iii
x. If t < L, go to Step 44ii
xi. If sum < maxSum, go to Step 44i
xii. Terminate procedure.

Although each coefficient has to be visited (M + N + K + L)
times to create the list (Step 44xi of Proc. 1), this does not
impact the encoding execution time when adopting this scan-
ning pattern as the sequence of scanning positions can be pre-
viously generated offline. This procedure has the advantage to
be easily adapted to scanning surfaces other than hyperplanes.
For example, if scanning along an hyperspherical surface is
desired, it suffices to change the conditional statement in
Step 4vi of Proc. 1 to (t2 + s2 + v2 + u2) = sum2.

b: OTHER PROPOSED 4D-DCT SCANNING PATTERNS
By analyzing Proc. 1, it may be noted that a 3D diagonal
scanning pattern can be derived from Proc. 1 by just making
one of the dimensions (u, v, s, t) constant (e.g., making t = t0
and dropping the loop on t); also a 2D diagonal pattern can
be derived by making two of the dimensions constant (e.g.,
making t = t0 and s = s0 and dropping the loops on s and t).
Based on these 4D, 3D and 2D diagonal patterns, the full set
of 4D scanning patterns is proposed as follows (summarized
in Table 1):

• 4D diagonal scanning pattern along the t , s, v and u
directions; this is exactly the pattern defined by Proc. 1
(4D diagonal pattern).

• Four scanning patterns corresponding each to one of the
four combinations of three dimensions along which a
3D diagonal scan is performed in an inner loop, with
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the fourth dimension being scanned in an outer loop (3D
diagonal + 1D patterns).
Example: A 3D scan along the s, v an u dimensions
performed in an inner loop with a scan along the t
dimension in an outer loop (pattern 36).

• Six scanning patterns corresponding each to one of the
six combinations of two dimensions, along which a 2D
diagonal scan is performed in an inner loop, with the
two remaining dimensions being scanned using another
2D diagonal scan in an outer loop (Double 2D diagonal
pattern).
Example: A 2D diagonal scan along the v and u
dimensions in an inner loop and another 2D diagonal
scan along the t and s dimensions in an outer loop
(pattern 46).

• 12 scanning patterns corresponding to each one of the
six combinations of two dimensions, along which a 2D
diagonal scan is performed in the innermost loop, with
the two remaining dimensions being scanned succes-
sively in two outer loops (2D diagonal+ 2D successive
patterns).
Example: A 2D diagonal scan along the t and u dimen-
sions in the innermost loop, an outer loop along the s
direction and the outermost loop along the v direction
(pattern 27).

• 24 scanning patterns along which each dimension is
scanned successively corresponding precisely to the
C2
4 = 24 possible different orderings of the four dimen-

sions (4D successive patterns).
Example:A scan along the u dimension in the innermost
loop, an outer loop along the s dimension, an ever outer
loop along the t dimension, a scan along the v dimension
in the outermost loop (pattern 15).

As previously pointed out, the inspection of Fig. 3 suggests
that efficient scanning patterns for lenslet LFs are those in
which the (u, v) dimensions are scanned in an inner loop and
the (s, t) dimensions in an outer loop. This type of scanning is
provided by pattern 46 in Table 1, and belongs to the class of

TABLE 1. Summarized description of the proposed 4D-DCT coefficient
scanning patterns and respective assigned indexes. The order shown is
from the inner (1st ) to the outer loop.

FIGURE 5. Example of Double 2D diagonal scanning pattern for a
hyperparallelepided of dimensions (t, s, v, u) = (3, 3, 3, 3): inner loop in
(v, u) and outer loop in (t, s).

Double 2D diagonal patterns. Fig. 5 illustrates this scanning
pattern.

c: 4D SCANNING PATTERNS ASSESSMENT
The proposed 4D scanning patterns can be assessed by com-
paring their energy compactness capabilities, corresponding
to how fast the energy accumulates as the scanning proceeds.
Assuming that the 4D-DCT coefficients’ energies have been
estimated, the assessment of each 4D scanning pattern is
based on the following steps:

1. 4D scanning: The 4D-DCT coefficients are ordered
according to each proposed 4D scanning pattern;

2. Cumulative energy (CE) computation: As the ordered
4D-DCT coefficients are visited according to the given
4D scanning sequence, their percent cumulative energy
is computed;

3. Integral of cumulative energy (ICE) computation: The
percent cumulative energies along the scanning path are
added for each pattern, what is equivalent to comput-
ing the integral/area under the curve of the cumula-
tive energy versus the number of 4D-DCT coefficients
already scanned. Since the first cumulative energy has
only the contribution of the first coefficient, the second
one the contributions of the first and second coefficients,
and so on, then the cumulative energy CEk for the k-th
scanned coefficient contributes N − k + 1 times for the
ICE computation, leading to the expression in Eq. (1):

ICE =

∑N
k=1(N − k + 1)CEk∑N

k=1 CEk
. (1)

From Equation (1), the 4D scanning patterns for which the
coefficients with larger energies CEk are scanned earlier
(smaller k) generate a CE curve growing faster, yielding
larger ICE values.

Fig. 6a shows the cumulative energy (CE) curve (%)
and Fig. 6b shows the corresponding integral of cumulative
energy (ICE) for all the proposed scanning patterns for the
Bikes and Fountain LFs. The results in Fig. 3 show that the
successive scanning patterns with inner loop in the (u, v)
dimensions achieve higher ICE values than the scanning
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FIGURE 6. Percent cumulative energy (CE) versus scanning order: (a) Bikes; (c) Fountain; Integral of Cumulative Energy (ICE) for the
47 proposed scanning patterns: (b) Bikes; (d) Fountain.

patterns with inner loop in the (s, t) dimensions for these LFs.
Indeed, for these LFs, the best scanning pattern is the onewith
index 46, corresponding to the Double 2D diagonal pattern
with inner loop in (u, v) and outer loop in (s, t). It has been
verified that the behaviour for the other lenslet LFs listed in
the JPEG Pleno CTC document [11] is the same.

B. 4D-DCT COEFFICIENTS RUN-LENGTH ENCODING
As discussed above, the output of the 4D scanning pro-
cess is a 1D array of quantized 4D-DCT coefficients, which
must be efficiently encoded, e.g. using RLE. Actually, there
is no fundamental difference between the 1D array of
scanned 2D-DCT coefficients input to the JPEG Baseline
RLE codec [42]–[44] and the one generated by the 4D
scanning process described above. Likewise, there should be
also no fundamental difference between the RLE encoding
processes for the two codecs. In brief, the JPEG Baseline
RLE codec scans this linear array and counts the number
of zeros before each non-zero coefficient, thus generating

a pair (run, bit-depth) in which run represents the count
of zeros before the next non-zero coefficient and bit-depth
corresponds to the number of bits necessary to represent the
value of the respective quantized coefficient using Variable
Length Integer (VLI) entropy coding. Each symbol is com-
posed by two tokens: the first is the (run, bit-depth) pair
and the second is the amplitude, which is the string of sym-
bols corresponding to the binary representation of the coef-
ficient value using bit-depth bits. The (run, bit-depth) pairs,
as well as the amplitude bits are encoded using an entropy
encoder.

The main difference between the two RLE processes men-
tioned above is basically the type of block it refers, this means
2D versus 4D. Although this difference does not affect how
the amplitude is encoded, it does affect two important RLE
parameters, namely the maximum bit-depth of a transform
coefficient, bit-depthmax, and the maximum run of zeros
allowed within a block, runmax. In what follows, the estima-
tion of these two RLE parameters is detailed.
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1) MAXIMUM BIT-DEPTH OF A 4D-DCT COEFFICIENT
The 4D-DCT coefficient value is encoded as the amplitude
using bit-depth bits for VLI entropy coding. The maximum
bit-depth for the 4D-DCT coefficients depends on the quanti-
zation step size (qstep) and the dynamic range of the transform
coefficients which, in turn, depend on the dynamic range of
the input LF samples and the transform block size. Here, this
parameter will be estimated based on the fact that the 4D-
DCT coefficients absolute values are not expected to exceed
the value of the DC coefficient of a constant 4D block with all
samples equal to the maximum value. The input bit-depth for
the JPEG Pleno LFs [11] is 10 bits and, therefore, the max-
imum sample value is pmax = 1023. The DC coefficient of
such 4D block is given by

DCmax = DC(T4D(Mmax)), (2)

whereMmax is the 4D array with all its entries equal to pmax,
T4D is the operator applying the 4D-DCT and the operator DC
selects the coefficient at position (0, 0, 0, 0) of the 4Dmatrix.
If the 4D-DCT coefficients are quantized with a step qstep,
the maximum bit-depth of a transform coefficient is given by
Eq. (3):

bit − depthmax = log2(1+ DCmax/qstep). (3)

2) MAXIMUM RUN OF ZEROS ALLOWED IN A 4D BLOCK
The maximum run of zeros in a 4D block of DCT coefficients
is obtained when one has only two non-zero coefficients that
are maximally separated according to the scanning order. The
scanning starts with the DC value, that is always encoded;
as this corresponds to a run with no zeros before, the maxi-
mum run occurs when the second coefficient is the last AC
coefficient in the block. Therefore, for a block of dimen-
sions t × s× v× u, this maximum run is equal to tsvu −
2. However, even for moderately small 4D block dimen-
sions, this value is very high. For example, for (t, s, v, u) =
(13, 13, 31, 25), the maximum run of zeros would be 4423,
and such a value would result in a very high number of
possible (run, bit-depth) pairs to encode, which would neg-
atively impact the entropy coding performance. Fortunately,
although theoretically possible, runs of zeros as large as these
are very unlikely. This implies that the runmax value that
would enable efficient coding of the (run, bit-depth) pairs
tends to be much smaller than this maximum value.

While the choice of runmax does not interfere on the quality
of the decoded LF, it impacts the final rate and, thus, the RD
performance. Extensive simulations have been carried out by
performing a grid search for runmax, the product of 4D block
dimensionsBd and the quantization step size, always comput-
ing the rate obtained for each coded LF. For all LFs consid-
ered, it was observed that, if the rate obtained is allowed to be
within 10% of the minimum rate, the corresponding runmax
is independent of the quantization step size and is related to
the product Bd of the 4D block dimensions by Eq. (4) below:

log10(runmax) = 0.47 log10(Bd )+ 0.34. (4)

In this context, the above equation has been used to set
runmax for all simulations shown in the sequel.

C. ENTROPY CODING
Entropy coding in MuLE-TSR is performed using an arith-
metic encoder [48], [49] with two probability models, one for
each token associated to the symbols generated by the RLE.
The first model may be either fixed or adaptive, and is used
to code the (run, bit-depth) token. This is done by associating
each (run, bit-depth) token to an index computed as

index = run+ bit-depth · runmax, (5)

which is encoded with the arithmetic encoder. The index of
value bit − depthmax(runmax+ 1) is associated with the EOB
(End-of-Block) marker [42]–[44], that accounts for an extra
symbol.

The second model is a binary model with fixed equiproba-
ble distribution and is used to further encode the VLI encoded
bits of the amplitude token.

D. MuLE-TSR RD PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
TheMuLE-TSRRD performance is assessed using the exper-
imental conditions described in Section VII derived from
the JPEG Common Test Conditions (CTC) [11]. For this
performance assessment study, the tested 4D-DCT transform
dimensions are (t, s, v, u) = (13, 13, 31, 25) and the RD
performance is computed for at least one pattern of each of
the types of scanning patterns as listed in Table 1, taking care
that representative patterns according to the ICE values (see
Fig. 6) are chosen, notably:
• 4D successive: pattern 0 (tsvu) and pattern 23 (uvst).
• 2D diagonal + 2D successive: pattern 30 (2D diagonal
uv and successive st).

• 3D diagonal: pattern 37 (3D diagonal tvu and then s)
• 4D diagonal: pattern 40.
• Double 2D diagonal: pattern 41 (double diagonal with
inner ts and outer vu) and pattern 46 (double diagonal
with inner vu and outer ts).

The RD performance was assessed for six RD points
corresponding to the quantization step parameter values of
[0.08, 0.5, 1.3, 4, 7, 20]. Table 2 summarizes the MuLE-TSR
BD-Rate [50] results regarding the JPEGPlenoHEVC anchor
as defined in [11], using the scanning patterns listed above.
The BD-Rate results are coherent with the ICE results shown
in Figs. 6b and 6d as the best RD performance is achieved

TABLE 2. BD-Rate (%) regarding the JPEG Pleno HEVC anchor [11] for
MuLE-TSR with different scanning patterns.
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for the scanning patterns 46 and 23, which show higher
ICE values. The majority of scanning patterns tested offer
BD-Rate savings compared to scanning pattern 0, which is
associated to a lower ICE value. The conclusion is that ICE
is useful to estimate the RD performance associated to the
scanning patterns when used individually.

TABLE 3. BD-Rate (%) regarding the JPEG Pleno HEVC anchor [11] for
MuLE-TSR and the 4D-Prediction mode (WaSP) [51].

Table 3 summarizes the BD-Rate results for MuLE-TSR
and WaSP still using the JPEG Pleno HEVC anchor as ref-
erence [11]; here the scanning pattern 46 has been used for
MuLE-TSR since this was the one with the best BD-rate
performance in Table 2. It is observed that theMuLE-TSRRD
performance is superior to the JPEGPlenoHEVC anchor [11]
for the Bikes and Danger LFs (negative BD-Rates) and infe-
rior for the Pillars and Fountain LFs (positive BD-Rates).
Clearly, the worst performance happens for the Fountain
LF for several reasons, notably: i) the object/fountain in
the scene is extremely close to the capture device (in this
case, the LF camera), thus presenting large clusters of small
depth values, not present in the other tested LFs; ii) these
small depth values lead to low inter-view redundancy; iii) the
object in the scene has a complex texture, which also leads
to low intra-view redundancy; and finally iv) the water in
the scene/fountain corresponds to a non-Lambertian region,
which impairs the overall 4D redundancy. Regarding the 4D-
Prediction mode (WaSP) [51], MuLE-TSR performs better
for the Bikes and Danger LFs. However, it is worth noting
that a codec such as MuLE-TSR, designed as a simple 4D
extension of the JPEGBaseline codec, produces already com-
petitive RD performance results compared to solutions that
are considerably more sophisticated; nevertheless, it is clear
that the MuLE-TSR LF codec needs major improvements to
outperform the JPEG Pleno 4D-Prediction mode for lenslet
LFs and be able to ’force its entrance’ in the JPEGPleno Light
Field Coding standard as it later happened.

V. MuLE-TSB: IMPROVING BY REPLACING RUN-LENGHT
CODING BY BINARY-TREE BIT-PLANE CLUSTERING
The RD performance obtained for the MuLE-TSR codec
shows the potential of using a 4D-DCT based approach for LF
coding; this potential can be further explored by improving
the transform coefficients coding process as it will be pro-
posed in this section. Referring to Fig. 2, the Coefficients
Clustering-based Symbol Generation module, which con-
sisted in 4D scanning followed by RLE in MuLE-TSB,
is improved by replacing the RLE by a binary-tree partition-
ing process combined with bit-plane clustering. This process
starts with the binary representation of the quantized 4D-DCT
coefficients using a bit-depth corresponding to the used
quantizer, which is determined using an RD criterion. The

coefficient bit-planes are clustered using a binary-tree parti-
tioning. Still referring to Fig. 2, the entropy coding, which
encodes now the symbols defining the binary-tree structure,
becomes an adaptive binary arithmetic encoder. The remain-
ing blocks in Fig. 2, namely the 4D Block Partitioning,
the 4D-DCT itself and the Quantization remain unchanged.
The resulting coding solution is named as Multidimensional
Light field Encoder using 4D Transforms, Scanning and
Binary-tree-based bit-plane Clustering (MuLE-TSB). Fol-
lowing the LF coding framework in Fig. 2, Subsections V-A
and V-B will present the novel binary-tree-oriented bit-plane
coding and posterior entropy coding.

A. BINARY-TREE-ORIENTED BIT-PLANE CLUSTERING
The binary-tree-oriented bit-plane clustering aims at locating,
in the 4D-DCT coefficients scanned array, those coefficients
which are quantized as non-zero. The central idea is to seg-
ment the 1D array of 4D-DCT coefficients into segments (Si)
that either have all their coefficients quantized as zero or have
length 1, that is, contain just one coefficient (see top of Fig. 7).
Note that segment S5 in Fig. 7, although having a non-zero
coefficient, is quantized as all zeros, which is indicated by
the z symbol. The binary-tree structures, together with the
bit-plane representation, are used for the efficient signalling
of such segmentation as well as for the efficient encoding of
the coefficients quantized as non-zero.

FIGURE 7. Coding of the array in strand (7). The binary-tree encodes the
segmentation of the array into S0 to S8, what is signalled by `, s and z ,
corresponding to the lowerBitplane, splitBlock and zeroBlock flags,
respectively. s(n) means that the segment is split at bit-plane n. The
corresponding code string is
ssss10111+00000+`s1001−0101+z```szszs10+11+.
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In this paper, the bit-planes are defined as follows: the
lowest bit-plane contains the least significant coefficient bits,
and the highest bit-plane the most significant ones. Using this
convention, a coefficient is considered non-significant on a
given bit-plane if all its bits belonging to higher bit-planes
are equal to zero; otherwise, it is considered significant. The
highest bit-plane in the 1D coefficient array, bpmax, is set
so that the largest of the 4D-DCT coefficient magnitudes is
smaller than 2bpmax+1 and larger than or equal to 2bpmax . The
lowest bit-plane, bpmin, corresponds to the desired quantiza-
tion level for the 4D-DCT coefficients, since to represent a
coefficient up to a bit-plane bpmin is equivalent to quantize
it with a step size equal to 2bpmin . The bit-planes are scanned
from the highest to the lowest one.

For a given segment of the 1D array resulting from the
4D-DCT coefficients scanning, a ternary flag is used to signal
the following three possibilities:
• The given segment contains at least one significant coef-
ficient at the current bit-plane and will be split into two
segments; this corresponds to the flag splitBlock.

• The given segment does not contain any significant coef-
ficient at the current bit-plane and the current bit-plane
is decreased without the segment being split; this corre-
sponds to the flag lowerBitplane.

• The given segment contains at least one significant coef-
ficient at the current bit-plane but will be discarded
(encoded as all zeros) rather than split; this corresponds
to the flag zeroBlock.

When a 1D segment of dimension N is split, the dimen-
sions of the resulting segments are, respectively, bN/2c and
N − bN/2c, where bxc is the largest integer smaller than
or equal to x. The decisions of splitting or not a segment
containing significant coefficients are RD optimized, that is,
the binary-tree that orients the segmentation of the 1D array
of 4D-DCT coefficients is constructed by minimizing the
unconstrained Lagrangian cost given by

J = D+ λR, (6)

where R is the rate for coding a segment of coefficients, D is
the squared error distortion relative to the original segment of
transform coefficients and λ ≥ 0 is a Lagrangian multiplier
that controls the compromise between the rate and distortion.

Suppose, for example, that a 1D coefficient array A of
dimension 16, resulting from the scanning of a 2× 2× 2× 2
block of coefficients, is as in the strand below:

A = [23 0 -9 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3 0 0 0 2 3]. (7)

The goal of the binary-tree-oriented bit-plane clustering is
to quantize and segment A as exemplified at the top of Fig. 7.
The binary-tree coding of this segmentation is uniquely spec-
ified, as pointed out above, by a sequence of ternary flags
with values lowerBitplane (`), splitBlock (s) and zeroBlock
(z). The segments with length larger than 1, namely S4, S5
and S6, will have all its coefficients quantized as zero, what is

signalled with the zeroBlock (z) flag. A coefficient contained
in the segments having length 1, namely S0, S1, S2, S3, S7 and
S8, should have its bits, from the current bit-plane bpc down
to the one at bit-plane bpmin, as well as its sign, forwarded
to the entropy encoder together with the sequence of ternary
flags.

In this example, since the magnitude of the maximum
coefficient is 23, the maximum bit-plane bpmax is set to 4,
since 24 ≤ 23 < 25. Also, the minimum bit-plane is assumed
to be bpmin = 0. The bit-planes of the non-zero coefficients
in the strand (7) are given in Table 4.

TABLE 4. Bit-planes of the non-zero coefficients from the array A in
strand (7).

Fig. 7 also depicts the binary-tree generatedwhen encoding
the 1D array of coefficients in strand (7), together with the
ternary flags specifying it. The string of symbols codeString,
encoding the array in strand (7) according to the tree in Fig. 7,
is given by

codeString

= ssss10111+00000+`s1001−0101+z```szszs10+11+

(8)

The binary-tree-oriented bit-plane clustering of the block
of 4D-DCT coefficients is obtained by recursively subdivid-
ing a linear array of scanned coefficients until all coefficients
quantized as non-zero belong to a length-1 segment. The
recursive procedure that generates the codeString with the
corresponding sequence of ternary flags, bits and signs is
given below.

Proc. 2: Recursive binary-tree-oriented bit-plane
clustering

1. Inputs:
• Segment: A 1D coefficient array of dimension N to be
encoded.

• ALagrange multiplier λ to be used in the computation
of the coding costs according to Eq. (6).

• codeString: A global variable containing the string of
symbols to be forwarded to the entropy encoder.

2. Outputs:
• Global variable codeString with coding symbols
appended.

• Coding cost, J , for Segment.
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3. Initialization:
i. bpmax is set so that the largest of the magnitudes of

the coefficients in Segment is smaller than 2bpmax+1

and larger than or equal to 2bpmax .
ii. The current bit-plane, indexed by bpc, is set to

bpmax.
iii. bpmin is set to minimize the Lagrangian cost accord-

ing to the steps:
a) For bp varying from 0 to bpmax, execute

Steps 33iii3(iii)b to 33iii3(iii)d, and then go to
Step 33iii3(iii)e.

b) The coefficients in Segment are quantized with
step size 2bp.

c) Dest is computed as the Segment distortion per
coefficient.

d) Rest is computed as the entropy of the bits
of the coefficients not quantized as zero in
Step 33iii3(iii)b, taken from the most significant
bit to bp.

e) bpmin is chosen as the bp corresponding
to the smallest estimated Lagrangian cost
Jest = Dest + λRest.

iv. The costs Js of splitting Segment and Jz of quantiz-
ing Segment as all zeros are set to infinity.

4. Recursive clustering:
i. If the magnitudes of the coefficients in Segment are

all smaller than 2bpc , then:
a) Step 4 is recursively called with current bit-plane

variable bpc decremented by 1.
b) The flag lowerBitplane is appended to code-

String.
c) If bp = bpmin, then the flag zeroBlock is

appended to codeString. The coding cost J is set
to Dz + λRz. The distortion Dz is obtained when
all coefficients in Segment are quantized as zero,
and Rz is the rate that would be associated with
the transmission of the flag zeroBlock; then the
procedure terminates.

d) The procedure returns the coding cost returned
from the recursive call performed in Step 4 4i4(i)a
and terminates.

ii. If the magnitude of any coefficient in Segment is
larger than or equal to 2bpc , then:
a) If N = 1, that is, Segment consists of a single

coefficient,

a1) Set the coding cost Js to the cost of this single
coefficient.

a2) Append to codeString the bits of the mag-
nitude of this single coefficient, from the
current bit-plane bpc to bpmin, followed by
the coefficient sign, and terminate the proce-
dure.

b) Set the coding cost Jz toDz + λRz. The distortion
Dz is obtained when all coefficients in Segment

are quantized as zero, and Rz is the rate that
would be associated with the transmission of the
flag zeroBlock.

c) Segment is split into two sub-segments Segment1
and Segment2, of dimensions bN/2c and N −
bN/2c, respectively. Then the procedure in
Step 4 is recursively called for both Segment1
and Segment2. The coding costs returned by
these two calls are added to form the cost Js.

d) If Jz < Js, set the coding cost J to Jz and append
the flag zeroBlock to codeString.

e) If Js ≤ Jz, set the coding cost J to Js and append
the flag splitBlock to codeString.

f) The coding cost J is returned and the procedure
terminates.

It is interesting to observe that, without Lagrangian opti-
mization (e.g., taking the Lagrangian multiplier as zero),
the proposed binary-tree-based bit-plane clustering scheme
would resemble the quadtree-oriented clustering solution
adopted in [52] for wavelet image coding. In Section VI,
the binary-tree-oriented bit-plane clustering described here
will be extended from 1D to 4D and named hexadeca-tree-
oriented bit-plane clustering; this will be a key building block
of the MuLE-MTH codec, a fully 4D-native light field codec,
the most sophisticated in the MuLE family.

B. ENTROPY CODING
The binary-tree-oriented bit-plane clustering procedure
above returns the lowest Lagrangian cost and the resulting
associated coding string, which defines the optimal binary-
tree. The 4D coefficients, ternary flags, and probability con-
text information (see below), generated during the encoding
process, are input to an Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coder
(ABAC), which generates the coded representation for the
input 4D block. ABAC requires that for the models with three
symbols, such as the binary-tree segmentation ternary flags,
each symbol is represented as two binary words. The data is
coded into the bitstream as follows:

• Transform coefficient signs: A fixed probability model
with two symbols is used for the signs;

• Transform coefficient magnitude bits:Different contexts
are used depending on which bit of the coefficient mag-
nitude is being encoded, one context corresponding to
each bit-plane, thus resulting in a total of 32 contexts;
this is because the dynamic range of the coefficients is
assumed to be such that their magnitudes belong to the
interval [0, 232); adaptive probability models are used;

• Binary-tree flags: The partition flags lowerBitplane,
splitBlock and zeroBlock are input to the arithmetic cod-
ing as the binary words ’00’, ’01’ and ’10’, respectively.
The context used depends on the current bit-plane bp and
on whether the first or the second bit is being encoded;
this results in a total of 64 contexts. Again, adaptive
probability models are used.
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The arithmetic encoder contexts are reset for every 4D block
encoded so that the blocks are independently encoded, and
thus MuLE-TSB offers 4D block-level random access.

C. MuLE-TSB RD PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
The MuLE-TSB RD performance assessment is made under
the same JPEG Pleno CTC [11] as before, described
in Section VII-A for 4D transform dimensions fixed to
(t, s, v, u)= (13, 13, 31, 25). As for MuLE-TSR, the RD per-
formance is first assessed for the same scanning patterns as
in Table 2. Table 5 shows the BD-Rate gains for the selected
scanning patterns, taking as reference the JPEG Pleno HEVC
anchor [11]. The best RD performance is obtained with
scanning pattern 23, followed by scanning patterns 46 and
40, while the worst results are obtained for patterns 0 and
30. Once again, the RD performance is coherent with ICE
results discussed in Section IV. Rate savings up to 59.95%
(Table 5) are obtained when comparing the RD performance
for patterns 23 and 0. By comparing the values in Table 5
with the corresponding values in Table 2, it may be con-
cluded that for MuLE-TSB the scanning pattern choice has
a larger impact on the RD performance than for MuLE-TSR,
mostly due to the more efficient clustering of the 4D-DCT
coefficients provided by the binary-tree-oriented bit-plane
clustering.

TABLE 5. BD-Rate (%) regarding the JPEG Pleno HEVC anchor [11] for
MuLE-TSB with different scanning patterns.

TABLE 6. BD-Rate (%) regarding the JPEG Pleno HEVC anchor [11], for
MuLE-TSB, MuLE-TSR, and JPEG Pleno 4D-Prediction mode (WaSP).

Table 6 shows the best BD-Rate results for MuLE-TSR
(scanning pattern 46) and MuLE-TSB (scanning pattern 23)
as well as for the 4D-Prediction mode (WaSP) with the
Verification Model software VM2.1 [51]. MuLE-TSB shows
now the best RD performance for three out of the four test
LFs; the Fountain LF still performs poorly regarding WaSP.
As there are clear RD performance improvements (notably
for Fountain) regarding the MuLE-TSR codec, it may be
concluded that the binary-tree-oriented bit-plane clustering
tool is more efficient than RLE in the context of these 4D-
DCT based LF codecs.

VI. MuLE-MTH: ADOPTING MULTI-SCALE 4D-DCT AND
HEXADECA-TREE-ORIENTED BIT-PLANE CLUSTERING
To obtain a thoroughly 4D-native coding solution, theMuLE-
TSB coding solution previously proposed may still be further
improved. In MuLE-TSB, the coefficient clustering module
includes 4D coefficient scanning followed by a binary-tree-
oriented bit-plane clustering. However, despite being 4D,
the coefficient scanning process generates a 1D array of quan-
tized coefficients that is input to the bit-plane clustering mod-
ule. To more fully exploit the 4D structure and redundancy
among the 4D-DCT coefficients, it is possible to abandon
the 4D scanning that generates a 1D array of coefficients
to directly perform the 4D-DCT coefficients clustering by
replacing the binary-tree-oriented bit-plane clustering by a
native 4D, tree-oriented bit-plane clustering; this solution
effectively regards the 4D-DCT coefficients as belonging
to a 4D structure. This improvement may be achieved by
segmenting the 4D block along its four dimensions at each
node of the tree. That is, at each node of the tree, the 4D block
of transform coefficients is partitioned into 16 4D sub-blocks
by splitting each one of its four dimensions t, s, v, u into
two segments. This tree clustering of the non-significant
4D transform coefficients and localizing of the significant
ones is performed through a so-called hexadeca-tree. Fig. 8
illustrates an hexadeca-tree, highlighting a partition of a 4D
block into 16 sub-blocks.

FIGURE 8. Hexadeca-tree structure highlighting a partition of a 4D block
into 16 sub-blocks.

Moreover, video codecs such as H.264/AVC [20] and
HEVC [21] employ variable-size transforms to better match
the transform dimensions to the scale of the block’s features,
thus improving the compression efficiency; this adaptability
has been paramount to increase the video coding compression
performance. Therefore, it is natural to attempt improving the
4D-DCT based codec by adopting a variable-size 4D-DCT,
which should be able to adapt to the LF data to better exploit
its full redundancy. In the LF coding framework presented
in Fig. 2, this corresponds to performing the 4D Block Parti-
tioning using variable-sized or multi-scale blocks.

While the partitioning and clustering modules will change,
the remaining modules in the framework of Fig. 2, namely
the 4D-DCT Transform, Quantization and Entropy Coding
are the same as those adopted in the MuLE-TSB codec. This
improved LF codec, thoroughly 4D-native, will be referred as
Multidimensional Light field Encoder using 4D Multiscale
Transforms and Hexadeca-tree-oriented bit-plane Clustering
(MuLE-MTH). Following the framework in Fig. 2, Subsec-
tion VI-A will present the proposed 4D block partitioning
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using multi-scale blocks, and Subsection VI-B will detail
the proposed coefficients clustering using an hexadeca-tree-
oriented bit-plane clustering.

A. 4D BLOCK MULTI-SCALE BLOCK PARTITIONING
Initially, the LF is pre-partitioned into non-overlapping 4D
blocks of pre-determined maximum dimensions. Each block
thus generated can be further partitioned into a set of
non-overlapping 4D sub-blocks according to an RD criterion.
The partition process aims at minimizing a Lagrangian cod-
ing cost J as defined in Eq. (6). Naturally, the optimal parti-
tion has to be signalled, here using a tree structure defined by
ternary flags. Each of these flags signals whether:
• The 4D sub-block is not segmented and its 4D-DCT is
computed; this corresponds to the flag noSplit.

• The 4D sub-block is segmented into four sub-blocks
along the (u, v) (spatial) dimensions. This corresponds
to the flag spatialSplit.

• The 4D sub-block is segmented into four sub-blocks
along the (s, t) (view) dimensions; this corresponds to
the flag viewSplit.

The RD optimized recursive procedure tasked to gener-
ate and insert in codeString the ternary flags signalling the
block partition information is given by Proc. 3 below. Note
that this procedure calls theRecursive hexadeca-tree-oriented
bit-plane clustering procedure specified in Subsection VI-
B, which in turn is a straightforward extension to 4D of
Proc. 2, and also appends symbols to the same codeString,
as described in Subsection V-A.

Proc. 3: Recursive optimum 4D block partition

1) Inputs:
• 4D Block: 4D data block containing the 4D-DCT
coefficients to be encoded.

• m, n, k and l (u, v, s and t) are set to the block
dimensions.

• Minimum sizes for each dimension that still allow a
4D block to be partitioned, namelyMmin,Nmin,Kmin
and Lmin.

• Lagrangian multiplier λ to be used in the computa-
tion of the coding costs according to Eq. (6).

• codeString: global variable containing the string of
symbols to be forwarded to the entropy encoder.

2) Outputs:
• Global variable codeString with partition symbols
appended.

• Coding cost, J , for Block.
3) Initialization:

• Costs JspatialSplit and JviewSplit are set to infinity.
4) 4D Block partitioning:

i. The 4D data block is transformed using a full-size
4D-DCT, its coefficients encoded using theRecur-
sive hexadeca-tree-oriented bit-plane-clustering

FIGURE 9. (a) Spatial partitioning of a 4D block with spatial dimensions
M × N ; (b) View partitioning of a 4D block with view dimensions K × L
(adapted from [10]).

procedure in Subsection VI-B, and the Lagrangian
cost returned is attributed to JnoSplit ;

ii. If m ≤ Nmin and n ≤ Nmin, then go to to Step 44iv
iii. The m×n×k×l 4D data block is partitioned into

four sub-blocks by splitting it along its spatial
dimensions (u, v), generating four 4D sub-blocks
of dimensions (as illustrated in Fig. 9a):
• bm/2c×bn/2c×k×l,
• (m− bm/2c)×bn/2c×k×l,
• bm/2c×(n− bn/2c)×k×l and
• (m− bm/2c)×(n− bn/2c)× k×l.
Then Proc. 3 is recursively called for each of the
four sub-blocks, and the coding costs returned by
these four calls are added to compute the cost
JspatialSplit ;

iv. If k ≤ Kmin and l ≤ Lmin, then go to to Step 44vi
v. The m×n×k×l 4D data block is partitioned into

four sub-blocks by splitting it along its view
dimensions (s, t), generating four 4D sub-blocks
of dimensions (as illustrated in Fig. 9b):
• m×n×bk/2c×bl/2c,
• m×n×(k − bk/2c)×bl/2c,
• m×n×bk/2c×(l − bl/2c),
• m×n×(k − bk/2c)×(l − bl/2c).
Then Proc. 3 is recursively called for each of the
four sub-blocks, and the coding costs returned by
these four calls are added to compute the cost
JviewSplit ;

vi. If JnoSplit ≤ min{JspatialSplit , JviewSplit }, set the
coding cost J to JnoSplit and append noSplit to
codeString.

vii. If JspatialSplit ≤ min{JnoSplit , JviewSplit }, set the
coding cost J to JspatialSplit and append spatialSplit
to codeString.

viii. If JviewSplit ≤ min{JnoSplit , JspatialSplit }, set the
coding cost J to JviewSplit and append viewSplit to
codeString.

ix. The coding cost J is returned and the procedure
terminates.

This recursive partition procedure outputs the best partition
tree for each initial 4D block with the selected maximum
dimensions. Each of its partition nodes signals whether the
corresponding 4D sub-block is split along the spatial or
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view dimensions. Its leaves indicate that the corresponding
sub-block is transformed and the bit-planes of its trans-
form coefficients are encoded using hexadeca-tree-oriented
bit-plane clustering and an arithmetic encoder. The flags
defining the optimum partition tree are also encoded using
an arithmetic encoder.

B. HEXADECA-TREE-ORIENTED BIT-PLANE CLUSTERING
In MuLE-MTH, the transform coefficient bit-planes
are encoded using RD optimized hexadeca-tree-oriented
bit-plane clustering procedure. This procedure is essentially
analogous to the one presented in Subsection V-A, with the
key difference that each splitBlock flag indicates now that
a 4D block of transform coefficients is partitioned into 16
4D sub-blocks, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Therefore, the MuLE-
MTH procedure Recursive hexadeca-tree-oriented bit-plane
clustering is very similar to the MuLE-TSB procedure
Recursive binary-tree-oriented bit-plane clustering defined
in detail in Subsection V-A. The main difference is that
Proc. 2 should be modified such that the procedure is called
recursively for each one of the 16 partitions, and the coding
cost of the 16 partitions is added to form the total cost Js. The
partition is such that the dimension of size x, x = m, n, k, l,
is split into partitions of sizes bx/2c and x − bx/2c, where
bxc is the largest integer smaller than or equal to x.

C. MuLE-MTH RD PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
The MuLE-MTH RD performance assessment is made using
again the JPEG Pleno CTC presented in Section VII-A and
already used for the previous MuLE codecs.

To assess the impact of each of the new multi-scale
4D-DCT and the hexadeca-tree-oriented bit-plane clustering
tools on the improved MuLE-MTH RD performance, some
comparisons will be performed, notably using a MuLE-MTH
abducted version where only fixed transform dimensions
are used, labelled as MuLE-TH (dropping the ’M’ from
multi-scale transform). Thus, by comparingMuLE-MTH and
MuLE-TH, it it possible to assess the performance impact
of the multi-scale 4D-DCT tool. Moreover, by comparing
MuLE-TH with MuLE-TSB and MuLE-TSR, it is possible
to assess the performance impact of the successive coding
tools integrated into such codecs, excluding the multi-scale
4D-DCT, since the 4D-DCT is exactly the same (with fixed
dimensions) for these three MuLE codecs.

Table 7 presents the BD-Rate results for MuLE-MTH in
comparison with MuLE-TH for two 4D block dimension
configurations, notably (t, s, v, u) = (13, 13, 31, 25) and
(t, s, v, u) = (13, 13, 109, 125); this should allow the assess-
ment of the impact of the multi-scale 4D-DCT on the RD
performance. For MuLE-MTH, the minimum allowed 4D
block dimensions after full 4D block partitioning are set to
(Lmin,Kmin,Nmin,Mmin) = (13, 13, 4, 4), that is, the 4D
blocks are allowed to be partitioned only along the u and
v dimensions. The BD-Rate results show that MuLE-MTH
with larger 4D blocks outperforms MuLE-MTH with smaller
blocks and MuLE-TH with smaller and larger blocks. This

TABLE 7. BD-Rate (%) regarding the JPEG Pleno HEVC anchor [11] for
MuLE-TH and MuLE-MTH (using transform dimensions (t, s) = (13, 13)
and (v, u) as specified in second column).

TABLE 8. BD-Rate (%) regarding the JPEG Pleno HEVC anchor [11] for
MuLE-TSR, MuLE-TSB, MuLE-MTH (using transform dimensions
(t, s) = (13, 13) and (v, u) as specified in second column) and JPEG Pleno
4D-Prediction mode (WaSP) [51].

demonstrates that the multi-scale 4D-DCT indeed provides
gains in compression efficiency as it allows adapting the
block dimensions to the content while starting from larger
blocks. The MuLE-TH RD performance is not the best for
the larger 4D blocks because MuLE-TH cannot split the 4D
blocks to adapt the block size to the specific content within
each block as MuLE-MTH does by using the multi-scale 4D-
DCT; when using rigid block dimensions, the largest block
dimensions are not necessarily the best as the blocks may be
obliged to include highly non-redundant data. It is important
to remind that all 4D blocks, whatever their dimensions, are
independently coded, thus offering random access.

Table 8 shows the BD-Rate values for MuLE-TSR and
MuLE-TSB using 4D block dimensions of (t, s, v, u) =
(13, 13, 31, 25). By comparing with the MuLE-TH BD-
Rate gains for the same 4D block dimensions, it is pos-
sible to conclude that MuLE-TH significantly outperforms
both MuLE-TSR and MuLE-TSB for all LFs. This clearly
indicates that the 4D-native hexadeca-tree-oriented bit-plane
clustering is indeed the most effective way for clustering the
4D-DCT coefficients among those investigated. By compar-
ing the BD-Rate gains shown in Tables 7 and 8, it is possible
to conclude that the 4D-native hexadeca-tree-oriented bit
plane clustering is the most impactful tool on the improved
MuLE-MTH RD performance.

Table 8 includes the BD-Rate gains for the best configura-
tions of all MuLE codecs as well as the 4D-Prediction mode
(WaSP), always using the JPEG Pleno HEVC anchor [11]
as reference. The results show a major MuLE-MTH RD
performance improvement, which is now able to outperform
not only the HEVC anchor but also all the previous MuLE
codecs and the 4D-Prediction mode for all LFs, including the
most difficult Fountain LF. For the results presented above,
while the best MuLE-TSR and MuLE-TSB configurations
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use 4D block dimensions of (t, s, v, u) = (13, 13, 31, 25),
MuLE-MTH uses a larger block dimension as the block may
be dynamically segmented depending on its content. These
RD performance results clearly show why MuLE-MTH was
accepted for inclusion in the JPEG Pleno Light Field Cod-
ing standard as the 4D-Transform Mode [36], [37], [40].
The JPEG Pleno Verification Model software includes the
MuLE-MTH codec software and is available at [51].

VII. MuLE-MTH VERSUS LIGHT FIELD CODING
STATE-OF-THE-ART Benchmarking
Finally, the most advanced, designed 4D-native LF codec,
MuLE-MTH, standardized as 4D-Transform mode in the
JPEG Pleno Light Field Coding standard will be compared
in terms of RD performance with several state-of-the-art LF
codecs. It is important to refer at this stage that, as far as it
is known, the MuLE-MTH codec will be a royalty free LF
codec, following the JPEG tradition. While this feature is
not under the JPEG committee control, this committee has
largely advertised its wish to have in each of its standards at
least a baseline codec which should be royalty free. In fact,
MuLE-MTH corresponds to the Baseline Block-based profile
of the JPEG Pleno Light Field Coding standard.

A. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
To obtain solid comparisons and conclusions in terms of
RD performance, it is essential that meaningful experimental
conditions are used. In this case, the experimental conditions
are, naturally, those specified by the JPEG Pleno Common
Test Conditions (CTC) document [11] as they have been
driving the most relevant LF coding standardization process.

1) TEST MATERIAL
Since theMuLE codec adopted as JPEG Pleno 4D-Transform
coding mode was selected as a standard due to its better RD
performance for densely angular sampled LFs, such as lenslet
LFs, it is reasonable that this is the type of LF content selected
as test material as this is where the reviewed LF codec has to
show its great performance regarding the competition. In this
context, the selected test material corresponds to the full set
of lenslet LFs listed in JPEG Pleno CTC [11], notably Bikes,
Danger deMort (Danger in short), Stone Pillars Outside (Pil-
lars in short) andFountain&Vincent2 (Fountain in short) [53],
which central SA images are shown in Fig. 10. While these
LFs originally included 15×15 PIs with 625×434 resolution,
only the 13 × 13 central PIs are considered for coding due
to the intense vignetting effect [11]. The views are made
available as 10-bit RGB images in PPM format.

2) CODING CONDITIONS
The selected LFs are coded for the rates, in bits per pixel
(bpp), specified in the JPEGPlenoCTC [11], which should be
computed as the ratio between the total number of bits used to
code the LF and the total number of pixels in the LF. For the
lenslet LFs, the recommended rates are 0.001 bpp, 0.005 bpp,
0.02 bpp, 0.1 bpp and 0.75 bpp.

FIGURE 10. Central views for the JPEG Pleno CTC lenslet LFs: Bikes (top
left), Danger de Mort (top right), Stone Pillars Outside (bottom left) and
Fountain&Vincent2 (bottom right).

3) PERFORMANCE METRICS
The objective quality metric adopted is the PSNR-YUV,
in dB, defined as specified in the JPEG Pleno CTC [11]:

PSNR-YUV =
6 PSNR-Y+ PSNR-U+ PSNR-V

8
(9)

The PSNR computation assumes a dynamic range of 10 bits,
and the input and output LF views must be in RGB format,
which is converted to YUV 4:4:4 prior to the PSNR com-
putation [11]. The reported PSNR-YUV values represent the
average of the PSNRs for all 13× 13 coded views.

4) BENCHMARKS
To exhaustively assess the MuLE-MTH compression effi-
ciency, its RD performance is compared with standard
adapted and state-of-the-art LF coding solutions from the
literature, notably:
• HEVC anchor (HEVC), which corresponds to the
pseudo-video like HEVC coding of the 13 × 13 views
in a IPPP serpentine scanning pattern (left-right, top-
down) using the x265 [54] implementation [11]; this is
the solution taken as reference for all BD-Rate values in
this paper.

• 4D-Prediction mode (WaSP), which corresponds to the
other LF coding mode specified in the JPEG Pleno
Light Field Coding standard [10], using the JPEG Pleno
VM2.1 Verification Model software [51];

• HEVC-HR, which corresponds to the LF codec specified
in [23] and reviewed in Section II;

• MV-HEVC-based, which corresponds to the LF codec
specified in [28] and reviewed in Section II;

• VVC-serpentine, which corresponds to the pseudo-
video-like VVC coding of the 13 × 13 views in a IPPP
serpentine (left-right, top-down) scanning pattern [11];
while more optimized scannings could be used, serpen-
tine scanning is used here to follow the JPEG Pleno
CTC recommendations as for the HEVC anchor. Due to
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FIGURE 11. RD performance comparison between JPEG Pleno 4D-Transform mode (MuLE-MTH) and benchmarks for the JPEG Pleno CTC lenslet LFs.

constraints of the VVC reference software [55], and to
allow a fairer comparison, the LF views were cropped to
624× 432.

• WaSPR, which corresponds to the LF codec specified
in [38] and reviewed in Section II;

• LFTC, which corresponds to the LF codec specified
in [39] and reviewed in Section II.

Next sub-section will report and analyze the full set of RD
performance results.

B. RD PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Table 9 and Figs. 11a to 11d present the BD-Rates
and RD performance for the designed MuLE-MTH
(JPEG Pleno 4D-Transform mode, VM2.1) codec, using
(t, s, v, u) = (13, 13, 109, 125) as maximum transform
dimensions, and the selected benchmarks. The RD perfor-
mance is expressed as PSNR-YUV (dB) versus rate (bpp).

TABLE 9. BD-Rate (%) regarding the JPEG Pleno HEVC anchor [11] for
MuLE-MTH and selected benchmarks.

The obtained RD performance results allow deriving the
following conclusions:

• MuLE-MTH (4D-Transform mode) clearly outperforms
the JPEG Pleno HEVC anchor and the 4D-Prediction
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mode (WaSP) for all JPEG Pleno CTC lenslet LFs, thus
fully justifying its inclusion in the JPEG Pleno Light
Field Coding standard due to its performance for this
type of LFs.

• WaSPR, MV-HEVC-based and LFTC tend to outper-
formMuLE-MTH for all LFs, especially for the medium
to high rates. However, MuLE-MTH is rather compet-
itive regarding VVC offering interesting compression
gains, notably for the medium and high rates.

• For the lowest rates, MuLE-MTH shows rate savings
when compared to all other codecs except LFTC.

• While MuLE-MTH adopts a rather straightfor-
ward 4D-native architecture, notably a transform-
quantization-entropy coding pipeline, the benchmarks
adopt rather sophisticated prediction and synthesis tools,
e.g. intra prediction for HEVC and VVC, and DIBR for
WaSPR and LFTC.

• MuLE-MTH does not rely on depth maps or any kind
of prediction structure, filters or transforms other than
the 4D-DCT. Moreover, it offers random access at
block-level what may be a critical feature for some
applications.

• The 4D-Prediction mode (WaSP) relies on depth data
to efficiently encode information provided by plenoptic
cameras, while the 4D-Transform mode is depth agnos-
tic. The availability or not of reliable depth data in a
specific application scenario may be a critical factor to
decide which JPEG Pleno LF coding mode to use.

• Both the 4D-Transform (MuLE-MTH) and 4D-
Prediction (WaSP) modes tend to perform worst than
most of the other benchmarks, on average, which rely
on very efficient standard coding solutions, burdened by
royalties. A key difference between WaSP and WaSPR
is precisely the substitution of JPEG 2000 by HEVC.
This RD performance penalty is precisely the price
of adopting a royalty free approach, which has been
dominating the imaging ecosystem for the past decades
(differently from video).

In summary, the RD performance results for MuLE-MTH
show that this is a very competitive LF coding solution
for densely angular sampled LFs, notably if royalty free
licensing is also a goal. Finally, it is worthwhile to note that
the MuLE-MTH decoder has low computational complexity,
since it just has to decode the block partition tree and the
hexadeca-tree, which are rather simple, and thus very fast
operations. On the other hand, the encoder computational
complexity, which is largely associated to the recursive 4D
block partitioning described in Proc. 3, can be traded off with
RD performance. This computational complexity strongly
depends on the block dimensions and the minimum sizes
for each dimension that still allow a 4D block to be parti-
tioned. The larger the block dimensions and the smaller its
minimum values, the better is the RD performance but the
higher is the associated computational complexity. However,
it is relevant to observe that good RD performance trade-offs
may be obtained while keeping the computational complexity

within acceptable bounds, not forgetting that the computa-
tional complexity is less critical for still images than for
video.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper reports the design and integration processes which
led to the first 4D-native LF codecs based on the 4D-DCT,
following a sequence of innovation steps. The initial LF codec
(MuLE-TSR) is a straightforward 4D extension of the JPEG
Baseline image coding standard, basically employing a 4D
transform, quantization, 4D coefficient scanning, run-length
encoding (RLE) and arithmetic coding. After, its RD perfor-
mance has been improved by replacing the RLE by a binary-
tree-oriented bit-plane clustering of the 4D-DCT coefficients
(MuLE-TSB). Finally, an end-to-end 4D-native codec has
been obtained by replacing the binary-tree-oriented bit-plane
clustering by a 4D-native hexadeca-tree-oriented bit-plane
clustering and adopting an RD-based control of the 4D block
dimensions (MuLE-MTH). MuLE-MTH shows competitive
RD performance when compared to more sophisticated LF
coding solutions, with the advantage of being conceptually
simple and royalty-free, not relying on depth maps and offer-
ing block-based random access. Due to these advantages,
MuLE-MTH has been selected as one of the two coding
modes specified in the JPEG Pleno Light Field Coding stan-
dard, specifically targeting densely angular sampled LFs such
as lenslet LFs [36], [37], [40].

While offering competitive RD performance, the truth
is that the MuLE-MTH LF codec might still be further
improved. In this context, two research directions are here
presented as future work. The first is the introduction of intra
prediction tools between the 4D blocks, which should allow
to exploit the 4D redundancy also across 4D blocks and not
just within 4D blocks by coding the predicted 4D blocks with
a lower energy block residue. Another key research direction
targets improving the MuLE-MTH RD performance for less
densely angular sampled LFs where the view disparity is
larger. This target may be accomplished by replacing the
orthogonal 4D-DCT by a 4D transform slanted along the
edges of the epipolar plane images, with the objective of
increasing the energy compaction of the 4D transform coef-
ficients.

At this stage, it is also time to check how the LF devices
and applications market will evolve, with the first big signs
coming from the mobile world, which devices do not stop
increasing the number of cameras included, in practice build-
ing richer LFs.
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